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Yields of correlated fragment pairs in spontaneous fission of252Cf
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Independent yields of 139 individual secondary~appearing after neutron evaporation! fragment pairs of five
different charge splits (ZL /ZH546/52, 44/54, 42/56, 40/58, and 38/60! have been experimentally measured by
detecting the coincidences between promptg rays emitted in the spontaneous fission of252Cf. Nuclear charge
and mass distributions of fission fragments that follow from the measured yields of individual fragment pairs
are consistent with similar previously known more integral data. Another type of data extracted from the yields
of fragment pairs is the multiplicity distributions of prompt neutrons emitted in the five above charge divisions
of 252Cf. For the measured charge splits, about 70% of the fission events where>7 neutrons are evaporated
from the fission fragments occur for the Mo-Ba split of252Cf. Mass and excitation energy distributions of
primary Ru-Xe, Mo-Ba, and Zr-Ce fragments were deduced from a least squares fit to the yield pattern of
secondary fragment pairs. For the Ru-Xe and Zr-Ce splits, the experimental data are well fitted by assuming
one fission mode with average total kinetic energy^TKE& values close to the value of^TKE& known for the
252Cf spontaneous fission. For the Mo-Ba split, a successful fit could be obtained only with the assumption
that, in addition to this ‘‘normal’’ fission mode, a second mode with a remarkably lower value of^TKE& of 153
MeV contributes to this charge split. This is 36 MeV lower than for the normal mode. These data indicate that
in mode two the barium nuclei are hyperdeformed~3:1 axis ratio! at scission. Mean angular momentum values
of Mo-Ba fission fragments observed in pairs together with various partners have been deduced from the
measured populations of different spin levels of the fragment nuclei. These angular momentum values are
discussed in terms of their dependence on the primary fragment excitation energy and presence of two fission
modes.@S0556-2813~97!05303-X#

PACS number~s!: 25.85.Ca, 21.10.Gv, 27.60.1j, 27.90.1b
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I. INTRODUCTION

We present in this paper a detailed report of our devel
ment of an approach to the study of low-energy nuclear
sion and of the results obtained in studies of the spontane
fission of 252Cf as briefly reported recently@1,2#. The phe-
nomenon of low-energy nuclear fission has a long-term
tory. A number of approaches to the problem have been
veloped, and their power has been demonstrated in a num
of studies. First we present a review of previous studies,
our motivation for a new approach, and finally the mo
detailed results from our studies.

Since the time of the discovery of nuclear fission throu
the present, investigations of low-energy fission have
mained a dynamic field of nuclear physics~see,@3–5#!. De-
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tailed studies of fission fragment charge, mass, and en
distributions for a large variety of fissile systems continue
be an important source of information about the mechan
of this process~see Ref.@6#!. This is because the total kineti
energy~TKE! of fission fragments is mainly defined by th
Coulomb ~plus nuclear! potential as it appears just afte
scission. Therefore, TKE values, together with fragme
mass asymmetry, provide information on some essen
characteristics of scission configurations. Prompt fission n
trons andg rays carry information about the excitation e
ergy of the fission fragments and also are an import
source of information about low-energy fission@7#.

The asymmetric mass distributions of fission fragme
have been well known for a long time, and considerable d
about these distributions for different fissile nuclei have be
accumulated~see Ref.@8#!. It is generally recognized as see
in theoretical calculations~see Refs.@9–14#! that the mass
distributions are governed by shell effects in deformed
clei. Theory also predicted@10# the coexistence of differen
asymmetry modes for the fission of the same nucleus. T
was observed later in experiments as the phenomeno
bimodal fission in the vicinity of lead@15# ~see also Ref.0.
1146 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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@16#! and heavy fermium nuclei@17# ~see also Ref.@18,19#!.
Investigations of the full course of the potential energy s
face in deformation space revealed pronounced fission p
~valleys or channels! as a characteristic inherent in fissio
processes of many heavy nuclei@20–23#. Later, the
multimodal-random-neck-rupture model was introduced
Brosa and co-workers@24#. This model allowed the author
to reproduce the mean values and variances of fragm
mass (A) and total kinetic energy distributions known fo
different nuclei prone to low-energy fission. For spontane
fission of 252Cf @24#, they extracted possible evidence f
five integral channels from an analysis of a high precis
two-dimensional yield distributionY(A,TKE! obtained for
this nucleus@25#. These included three rather similar sta
dard modes, a weak superasymmetric mode on the m
wings, and a symmetric mass superlong mode. New stu
of fission channels were reported in@26–29#. The basic re-
sult of these activities was the recognition of a number
fission modes distinguished by their particular~sometimes
partly overlapping! ranges of the scission point mass asy
metry and elongation.

The scission-point fission model@30#, based on the as
sumption of equilibrium at scission, was in fact the first
reproduce, to a large extent, the basic observables of
energy fission. Later refinements~see Refs.@28–31#! pro-
duced even more detailed results. However the answer to
fundamental question of when in the process the mass as
metry is determined remains ambiguous.

Evidently, the solution of the problem should be sough
fission dynamics, and in this direction theory might exp
from low-energy fission experiments not only more spec
information about the nuclear deformation energy but a
the data on couplings between different degrees of freed
at the time of the descent from saddle to scission. Width
isobaric charge distributions were analyzed in terms of
role of zero-point oscillations of a giant dipole resonan
@32# that undergoes a ‘‘freeze out’’ at a certain point depe
ing on necking velocity@33#. Odd-even effects in the charg
yields of fission fragments were used for extracting inform
tion about the amount of collective energy dissipated dur
the descent from saddle to scission@34#. Different authors
@35–37# have shown that valuable information related to t
fission dynamics follows from data on the fragment ma
energy, and nuclear charge distributions. Nevertheles
number of important questions remain. Only an upper lim
had been obtained for the fraction of the collective ene
dissipated during the descent towards the scission poin
remains unclear what part of the collective energy is tra
formed into the quasiparticle excitations just at the neck d
ruption. Also, it is not clear whether the zero-point oscil
tions squeezed by neck formation are the only source of
isobaric charge distribution or are there other mechanis
such as stochastic single-nucleon exchange, responsibl
this distribution. There is very little experimental inform
tion about the amount of energy which goes into the exc
tion of collective degrees of freedom orthogonal to the
sion mode@3,14#. To these questions one can add that
deviations obtained for the average nuclear charge of fis
fragments from the ‘‘unchanged-charge division’’ have
-
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ceived only a rough explanation.1

In this paper we present an approach to ascertaining s
ion configurations, i.e., to ultimately know what are the e
citation, deformation, and tip distance for fragments of
given mass and nuclear charge at scission. As is well kno
these parameters define the energy partition at fission wr
as

Q~AL ,AH!5Ediss1EdefL1EdefH1TKE5EL*1EH*1TKE,

~1!

whereQ(AL ,AH) is the full energy release at fission resu
ing in two primary ~i.e., before neutron evaporation! frag-
ments of mass numbersAL andAH~subscriptsL andH stand
for the light and heavy fragment, respectively, where
fragment atomic numbers are assumed to be fixed!, Ediss is
the dissipation energy, i.e., the part of the energy release
the descent from saddle to scission which is spent as h
EdefL(H) are the deformation energies of the primary fra
ments at scission, andEL(H)* are their excitation energy a
infinity.

The previous techniques of measuring fragment ma
charge, and TKE~see Ref.@38#! have allowed one to find the
masses and nuclear charges of both fragments only for
case of ‘‘cold fragmentation’’~or ‘‘cold compact fission’’!
~see@39,40#!. Sometimes, identification of cold deformed fi
sion configurations turns out well~see @41,42#!. However,
only qualitative conclusions could be drawn from the resu
gained by the observations of ‘‘cold deformed fission.’’ Fu
thermore, this fission mode, as well as the ‘‘cold comp
fission,’’ make only a small part of the bulk of the low
energy fission events.

Access to new information, in addition to that usua
obtained in previous experiments, could improve our abi
to estimate the values entering into Eq.~1!. One possible
source of such information is spectroscopic studies
prompt characteristicg rays emitted by fission fragments.
was shown@43# and confirmed in our earlier work@44# that
the total intensities of the lowest 21→01 ground-state band
transitions observed in the de-excitation of even-even fiss
products reflect, to a high degree of accuracy (,5%), the
total independent yields of these isotopes. In our first b
report we showed@45# that the values of relative yields o
pairs of fission fragments, as they appear after neut
evaporation, can be extracted from the analysis ofg-g and
g-g-g coincidences detected for prompt fissiong rays with
new larger detector arrays. This led to the first measurem
of the independent yields of Zr-Ce and Mo-Ba pairs and
prompt neutron multiplicity distribution of the Mo-Ba spl
of 252Cf ~@1,2#!.

Some aspects of our work have been described bri
earlier@1,44–46#. Brief reports and our more detailed anal
sis of the Mo-Ba charge split have been presented rece
@2,47–50#. Here we report more details of our experime
and of the analysis procedures and a more complete se
data on the independent yields of different charge splits

1See the definition of this term in Ref.@8# and discussions on this
topic in Ref.@36#.
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1148 55G. M. TER-AKOPIAN et al.
secondary evenZ fission fragment pairs~i.e., formed after
neutron evaporation! obtained for the spontaneous fission
252Cf. Results were obtained for fragment pairs belonging
Pd-Te, Ru-Xe, Mo-Ba, Zr-Ce, and Sr-Nd charge splits
252Cf. Fragment pair independent yields and prompt neut
multiplicity distributions were extracted from the data. A
unfolding procedure for extraction of primary fragment ma
and excitation energy distributions from the obtained p
terns of yields of secondary fragment pairs is described. S
distributions were extracted for the three charge splits~Ru-
Xe, Mo-Ba, and Zr-Ce! for which the most extensive dat
exist. This analysis revealed a new second mode in
Mo/Ba split. From the new second mode which goes via v
low average total kinetic energy^TKE&, we extract evidence
that in this second mode the barium nuclei are hyper
formed with long to short axis ratio the order of 3:1 at sci
ion.

Other information that one can extract from our expe
ments include angular momenta of the fission fragments
specific fragment pairs@45#. Such data are desirable since t
fragment angular momentum carry information about c
pling between different collective degrees of freedom at
descent from saddle to scission@3,14,51–54#. Results and
analysis of the relative intensities ofg transitions between
the levels of the ground-state rotational bands of some
and Ba fragments appearing together with different part
fragments are discussed. Mean angular momentum value
fission fragments obtained after neutron evaporation are
cussed here in terms of a model@52,53# that assumes a sta
tistical equilibrium between collective degrees of freedom
the scission point. In summarizing our results, we also p
pose prospects for future experiments.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

We have extracted yields of secondary fission fragme
from measurements of the multipleg rays emitted by differ-
ent pairs of fragments formed in the spontaneous fission
252Cf. The experiment was carried out at the Holifield Hea
Ion Research Facility with the Oak Ridge Compton Suppr
sion Spectrometer System. The 20 Compton suppresse
detectors were located at a source to detector distance o
cm. A hermetically sealed252Cf source with 63104 sponta-
neous fission events per second was placed in the cent
the detector array, and all the events of coincidentg rays
with multiplicity >2 were recorded. During a 5 day run ap-
proximately 23109 g-g coincidences were collected eve
by event.

A two-dimensional matrix ofg-g coincidences~4096
34096 channels! was created from the initial data by selec
ing the g-ray coincidences occurring within 200 ns. Th
peaks seen in this two-dimensional spectrum arise from
coincidences betweeng rays emitted~a! promptly by both
complementary fission fragments of different fragment pa
~b! promptly by one of the fragments in cascade, and~c! after
theb decay of fission fragments. Only the peaks listed in~a!
carry information on the yields of fission fragment pairs. W
o
f
n
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searched forg-g coincidence peaks and estimated peak ar
by using the method suggested in@55#. The search was per
formed automatically using the special codeFIT-2S created
for this purpose @56#. In our approach, the full two-
dimensional matrix was divided into different small region
and each region was fitted with a complex two-dimensio
function. This function is the sum of three terms.~1! The
smooth background created by suchg-g coincidences when
both pulses originate from the incomplete absorption of
g-ray energy.~2! Two series of ridges~parallel to the axes
Eg1 andEg2) originating from the coincidences of full ab
sorption pulses with the pulses from the incomplete ene
absorption of otherg rays. ~3! Real peaks originating from
coincidences of pairs of full absorption pulses. Examples
our two-dimensionalg-g coincidence spectra are shown
Figs. 1~a!-~c! for three regions located around the coinc
dence peaks assocciated with (21→01) g transitions for
three selected pairs with 2, 8, and 10 neutron emission.
selected pairs are106Mo- 144Ba and104Mo- 146Ba @Fig. 1~a!#,
104Mo- 140Ba and 108Mo- 140Ba @Fig. 1~b!#, and 104Mo-
138Ba @Fig. 1~c!#.
The peak search and estimation took 8 h with an ALPHA

computer for the whole 409634096 channel matrix. This
procedure was repeated more than one time following sh
in the boundaries of the small regions to take care for the
of peaks located near the region boundaries and to impr
the smoothness of the background and background ridge
the boundaries of the small regions being used for fitting
total matrix. This procedure allows one to subtract ba
ground contributions, including ridges in both theX andY
directions. The table of data obtained in this way, includi
all the observedg-g coincidences, was used in the interpr
tation of the results. The list of real coincidence peaks, th
assignments and areas are the final product of this proced

Along with the two-dimensional matrix, a number of on
dimensional spectra were built by using the events with th
and higher fold coincidences ofg rays. These linear spectr
were for g rays detected in coincidence with twog rays,
with one emitted by each fragment of the pairs of interest
confirm and check intensities of some weakg transitions
obtained from theg-g coincidence peaks.

Tables I–V present the independent yields of fission fr
ment pairs obtained for the five charge divisions of252Cf:

ZL /ZH546/52~Pd2Te!, 44/54~Ru2Xe!,

42/56~Mo2Ba!, 40/58~Zr2Ce!, 38/60~Sr2Nd!.

For the pairs involving only even-even fragments, yiel
were determined from the areas of the peaks correspon
to coincidences between 21→01 transitions in both frag-
ments. In the cases when oddA fragments occurred in the
fragment pairs, all peaks involvingg transitions to their
ground states were summed up to obtain the yields. For
nuclei of interest, we used the data on the low lying ene
levels from Refs.@43,44,47,48,56–65#.

Relative yields of fragment pairs were obtained after c
rections for the known detection efficiencies and inter
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FIG. 1. Three examples of two-dimensionalg-g coincidence spectra from different regions are shown. The contour lines represent
count rates. Histograms in the upper and right panels show the projection spectra obtained after subtraction of the smooth backgro
show the decomposition of these one-dimensional projection spectra into individualg peaks. Besides the real coincidence peaks, rid
originating from the coincidences of full absorption pulses with the pulses associated with the incomplete energy release of theg-ray energy
are also seen. ‘‘False’’ peaks are also seen clearly at the intersections of some of the ridges.~a! Region of the peaks that are produced
coincidences of the 21→01 transitions in106Mo and 144Ba and in104Mo and 146Ba ~two-neutron channels!; this region also involves two
peaks originating from coincidences of the 11/22→9/22 transition in145Ba with the 21→01 transitions in106Mo ~one-neutron channel! and
104Mo ~three-neutron channel!. ~b! Region involving coincidence peaks of the 21→01 transitions in 104Mo and 140Ba ~eight-neutron
channel!. ~c! Region involving coincidence peaks of the 21→01 transitions in the104Mo and 138Ba ~ten-neutron channel!.
2
dd
on
un

-

-

e

nts.
conversion probabilities. For those peaks involving136Xe a
correction was made for the delay caused by the isomeric
ms 61→41 transition. For peaks that involved some o
mass fragments with high ground-state spins, correcti
were made to take into account direct feeding of the gro
states. Such corrections were important for137Xe and
139Xe which have ground state spin 7/2. For104Mo and
138Ba coincidence peaks between the 192.1 keV (21→01)
transition in104Mo and the 1435.8 keV (21→01) and 462.8
keV (41→21) transitions in138Ba were analyzed. The re
sults were corrected for the contributions from theb decays
of the ground state138gCs (T1/2532.2 min! and isomeric
state 138mCs (T1/252.9 min!, which also have a 192-462.8
.9

s
d

TABLE I. Yields of correlated fragment pairs of Pd-Te in th
spontaneous fission of252Cf. Yields are given in percent, i.e., in
number of pairs per 100 fission events. In the last line (n̄) is the
mean number of neutrons evaporated from the primary fragme

132Te 134Te 136Te

108Pd 0.02~2!
110Pd 0.07~2!
112Pd 0.08~2! 0.28~4!
114Pd 0.03~2! 0.41~5! 0.18~3!
116Pd 0.10~2! 0.11~2! 0.02~2!
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TABLE II. Yields of correlated fragment pairs of Ru-Xe in the spontaneous fission of252Cf. Yields are
given in percent, i.e., in number of pairs per 100 fission events. In the last line (n̄) is the mean number o
neutrons evaporated from the primary fragments.

134Xe 136Xe 137Xe 138Xe 139Xe 140Xe 142Xe

106Ru 0.02~2! 0.08~2! 0.13~2!
107Ru 0.05~5! 0.07~5! 0.19~5! 0.06~4!
108Ru 0.02~1! 0.19~3! 0.23~2! 0.67~4! 0.12~3!
109Ru 0.03~3! 0.08~4! 0.58~11! 0.30~7! 0.45~9! 0.05~5!
110Ru 0.15~4! 0.30~4! 1.03~6! 0.58~4! 0.39~4! 0.02~2!
111Ru 0.18~5! 0.22~4! 0.48~8! 0.26~6! 0.08~4!
112Ru 0.07~3! 0.20~5! 0.17~5! 0.24~3! 0.02~2!

(YXe 0.07~3! 0.56~10! 0.79~10! 2.57~16! 1.48~11! 1.86~14! 0.36~8!

n̄ 6.0~2.6! 5.1~8! 4.4~6! 3.9~2! 3.5~2! 3.4~2! 2.3~2!
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1453.8 keV coincidence cascade. For this correction we u
data@66# on the level populations of138Ba following theb
decay of the isomeric and ground states of138Cs and branch-
ing ratio of the isomeric state. Also, use was made of
relevant data known for the252Cf spontaneous fission: th
cumulative yield of 138gCs ~see Ref.@8#! and its isomeric
ratio ~see Ref.@67#!. We estimated directly the count ra
from theb decay of138gCs by using the measured yields
g-g coincidence peaks of the pairs ofg transitions 1009.8
and 1435.8 keV, 547.0 and 1435.8 keV, 547.0 and 46
keV, 871.8 and 1435.8 keV, 409.0 and 1435.8 keV, 40
and 462.8, keV and of the 100% triple cascade of 191
462.8 and 1435.8 keV. All these transitions occur betwe
138Ba levels populated in theb decay of138gCs. As a result
of this correction, about one-half of the total yield of th
192.1–1435.8 keV coincidence peak~this total yield has
about 1500 counts! has been found to be related to theb
decays of138gCs and138mCs. The observed coincidence in
tensities of the 192.1 and 462.8 keVg lines were explained
as completely from theb decays of138gCs and138mCs.

The independent yields presented in Tables I–V are
result of normalization of the relative yields obtained in o
experiment to the data for independent yields known fr
the literature for some particular fission fragments of252Cf
ed

e

.8
0
6,
n

e
r

~see Refs. @8,43#!. One can see that for138,140Xe,
142,144,146Ba, and146,148Ce all the pairs with large yields ar
present in Tables II–IV, e.g., all the Mo fragments connec
to 144Ba are present and so forth for other isotopes. Comp
ing these yields to relative total independent yields of th
fragments measured in Refs.@8,43#, we obtained the normal
ization factors which were used for calculations of the ind
pendent yields for all other observed pairs of Ru-Xe, Mo-B
and Zr-Ce~Tables II-IV!. For the normalization of the dat
for the Pd-Te and Sr-Nd pairs~Tables I and V!, the weighted
mean of the normalization factors obtained for other pa
~Tables II–IV! was used. In Table VI we compare our valu
for the total yields of138,140Xe, 142,144,146Ba, and 146,148Ce
~the relative yields specified above! with the known indepen-
dent yields@43#. In the third column normalization factors
i.e., the ratios (R) of the numbers in the first and secon
columns, are given. The maximum deviation of the in
vidual values of R from the weighted mean
@^R&5(7.861.2)3109# is 23%. Taking into account the er
rors quoted in Table VI, we regard as satisfactory the c
vergence of the individual normalization factors.

The obtained convergence of the normalization fact
strongly supports the conclusion that the possible effec
the efficiency variation of theg ray detector array with the
f

TABLE III. Yields of correlated fragment pairs of Mo-Ba in the spontaneous fission of252Cf. Yields are

given in percent, i.e., in number of pairs per 100 fission events. In the last line (n̄) is the mean number o
neutrons evaporated from the primary fragments.

138Ba 140Ba 141Ba 142Ba 143Ba 144Ba 145Ba 146Ba 147Ba 148Ba

102Mo 0.02~2! 0.04~3! 0.09~6! 0.13~5! 0.10~7! 0.06~4!
103Mo 0.05~3! 0.07~2! 0.02~2! 0.13~9! 0.67~10! 0.86~20! 0.46~8! 0.40~30! 0.12~9!
104Mo 0.08~3! 0.18~4! 0.34~4! 0.36~4! 0.48~10! 1.14~4! 0.74~15! 0.39~4! 0.23~17! 0.04~3!
105Mo 0.02~2! 0.07~5! 0.11~4! 0.65~10! 1.05~25! 1.30~11! 0.59~17! 0.13~7! 0.23~15!
106Mo 0.01~1! 0.12~3! 0.44~3! 0.92~4! 0.88~10! 0.65~4! 0.16~8! 0.08~5!
107Mo 0.02~2! 0.12~4! 0.11~3! 0.35~16! 0.14~8! 0.13~8! 0.15~7!
108Mo 0.02~1! 0.06~3! 0.10~3! 0.14~5! 0.12~10! 0.06~5!

SYBa 0.15~6! 0.60~9! 1.17~10! 2.44~20! 2.82~29! 3.99~19! 2.58~32! 1.21~14! 0.96~37! 0.22~10!
n̄ 9.5~2.0! 6.5~1.0! 5.6~6! 4.3~4! 3.7~5! 3.4~2! 2.9~4! 2.3~3! 1.4~5! 1.1~5!
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value of mass and charge asymmetry of fission fragmen
very small. In principle, one should anticipate some e
ciency variation caused by the dependence ofg ray multi-
plicity on mass asymmetry. From the data of Ref.@7#, we
derived a value of 15% for the maximum possible variat
of the efficiency within the range of mass and charge as
metry covered by our data. This estimation is consistent w
the results shown in Table VI. Since two neighboring is
topes at the peak of the yields have very similar multipli
ties, this maximum 15% variation in efficiency applies on
to the isotopes on the two wings of the distribution. In Tab
I–V, the errors in the yields in the wings arise from da
statistics, evaluations of internal conversion probabilities a
correction factors specific to particular isotopes as discus
above and are already much larger then 15%. Thus this
ditional efficiency correction can be neglected.

To obtain information about the mean angular mome
^I g&, many additionalg-g coincidence peaks involving tran
sitions between different excited states of the fission fr
ments were analyzed. Relative transition intensities and le
populations were derived for individual fragments when th
appear together with different companions in the obser
fragment pairs. The selection of such data associated
some Mo-Ba fragment pairs is presented in Table VII. T
mean angular momentum values, as they follow from
observed level populations, will be discussed in Sec. III D
terms of their correlation with the primary fragment excit
tion energy.

III. DISCUSSION

The new individual yields~Tables I-V!, neutron multi-
plicities ~Fig. 1!, and spin populations~Table VII! for corre-

TABLE IV. Yields of correlated fragment pairs of Zr-Ce in th
spontaneous fission of252Cf. Yields are given in percent, i.e., in
number of pairs per 100 fission events. In the last line (n̄) is the
mean number of neutrons evaporated from the primary fragme

144Ce 146Ce 147Ce 148Ce 149Ce 150Ce

98Zr 0.04~2! 0.02~2! 0.07~2! 0.08~4! 0.17~4!
99Zr 0.04~4! 0.13~4! 0.26~14! 0.13~5!
100Zr 0.11~3! 0.29~8! 0.63~5! 0.25~14! 0.29~5!
101Zr 0.04~3! 0.47~9! 0.63~21! 0.62~16! 0.16~12! 0.06~3!
102Zr 0.02~2! 0.41~5! 0.52~10! 0.44~5! 0.05~5! 0.03~3!
103Zr 0.05~4! 0.15~5! 0.16~1!2 0.12~5!
104Zr 0.07~3! 0.05~5!

(YCe 0.11~6! 1.29~13! 1.61~27! 2.06~19! 0.81~24! 0.68~15!
n̄ 5.9~2.9! 4.5~5! 3.7~6! 3.1~3! 3.2~9! 2.5~4!

TABLE V. Yields of correlated fragment pairs of Sr-Nd in th
spontaneous fission of252Cf. Yields are given in percent, i.e., in
number of pairs per 100 fission events. In the last line (n̄) is the
mean numbers of neutrons evaporated from the primary fragm

150Nd 152Nd 154Nd

96Sr 0.03~2! 0.26~12! 0.23~11!
98Sr 0.05~2! 0.32~16!
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lated pairs are significant extensions of the known sponta
ous fission characteristics. The older integral data corre
well with our new detailed results as presented in the n
four subsections.

A. Independent yields of fission fragments

Previously obtained data on mass and charge distribut
of fission fragments correspond to more integral fission ch
acteristics in contrast to the new detailed results of our wo
However, some of these integral characteristics can be
duced from our results. In the next to last lines of Tab
II–IV, the independent yields are given for some fissi
fragments. These are sums of the yields of the individ
fragment pairs presented in the corresponding columns.
dependent yields for some fragment pairs not listed in Tab
I–V ~often because the decay schemes are not known!, were
estimated after two-dimensionalB spline interpolations2 of
the data. Uncertainties introduced by these interpolati
which depended on the results of these procedures are
cluded in the errors given for the data and are discussed l
Our integral independent yields are displayed in Fig. 2 a
are in general agreement with the data of Ref.@43#. For a
number of fragments these include values which were
known before. Total integral yields of fission fragments
different nuclear charges, that emerge from our results,
presented in the second column of Table VIII. Similar int
gral data reported by other authors are presented in the
lowing three columns of this table.

B. Neutron multiplicity distributions

The results presented in this paper are mostly the n
type of data which could not be obtained before with co
ventional methods. All previous information on the prom
neutron multiplicity distributions at low-energy fission ha
been obtained from measurements involving neutron de
tion. In this standard approach, extraction of neutron mu
plicity distributions requires assumptions about the shape
these distributions and the neutron detector response f
tion, and a complex unfolding of the experimental data~see

2See Ref.@73# and Ref.@74#.

s.

ts.

TABLE VI. Normalization factors.

Relative Independent Normalizatio
Fission yields yields@53# factors (R)
fragments 3106 ~%! 3108

138Xe 192~7! 2.30~34! 83~13!
140Xe 123~8! 1.50~22! 82~13!
142Ba 174~10! 2.90~43! 60~10!
144Ba 306~12! 3.60~54! 85~13!
146Ba 94~8! 1.01~15! 92~16!
146Ce 88~6! 1.04~16! 84~14!
148Ce 140~11! 2.31~34! 61~10!
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TABLE VII. Relative intensities ofg transitions between the levels of the ground-state bands in some Mo and Ba fragments. Inte
of the 21→01 transitions are assumed to be equal 1.0 for normalization. Also presented are the mean angular momenta^I g& derived from
the obtained population of all excited states of the fragments and the mean numbers of neutrons (n̄) evaporated from the primary fragment
obtained from the unfolding procedure described in Sec. III C.

Relative transition intensities
Fragment Partner 41→21 61→41 81→61 101→81 ^I g& n̄

104Mo 147Ba 0.90~19! 0.54~19! 4.9~12! 0.18~2!
104Mo 146Ba 0.69~4! 0.47~4! 0.15~6! 4.6~7! 0.84~2!
104Mo 145Ba 0.71~4! 0.41~2! 0.14~2! 0.06~30! 4.5~3! 1.30~4!
104Mo 144Ba 0.72~3! 0.41~3! 0.08~1! 4.4~3! 1.66~5!
104Mo 143Ba 0.80~6! 0.32~5! 0.20~1! 4.5~6! 2.11~10!
104Mo 142Ba 0.43~7! 0.31~5! 0.17~5! 3.8~7! 2.46~15!
104Mo 140Ba 0.29~9! 0.21~12! 3.0~10! 3~1!
104Mo 138Ba ,0.2 2.2~4! 3 ~1!

146Ba 104Mo 0.82~7! 0.41~4! 0.22~8! 0.22~9! 8.2~14! 1.11~2!
144Ba 104Mo 0.92~3! 0.64~4! 0.50~4! 0.07~1! 7.2~10! 2.30~5!
142Ba 104Mo 0.96~8! 0.35~3! 4.8~7! 3.54~15!
140Ba 104Mo 0.99~9! 0.21~8! 4.4~3! 5~1!
138Ba 104Mo ,0.2 2.2~4! 7~1!

144Ba 106Mo 0.93~5! 0.82~5! 0.49~5! 7.8~15! 1.00~5!
144Ba 105Mo 0.80~9! 0.60~6! 0.41~2! 8.0~10! 2.10~5!
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FIG. 2. Summary of fission fragment isotopic distributions d
duced from the fragment pair independent yields given in Tab
I–V ~closed symbols! are presented. The yields are presented
percents to the total number of fission events. For comparison
data of Ref.@43# are shown~open symbols!.
Refs. @69–71#, for example! and of course, zero neutro
emission is not detected. Only the total neutron distributio
have been obtained from these complex analyses. More
phisticated measurements~see, for example, Refs
@25,27,72#! allowed one to deduce the variation of the me
neutron numbers (n̄) of individual fragments and variance
(sn) with fission fragment mass.

Here we report the direct measurements of neutron m
tiplicities. Figure 3 shows the more complete prompt neut
multiplicity distributions obtained from Tables I–V for dif
ferent charge splits of252Cf. These results extend our earlie
reported distributions@1,2,47–50#. In Fig. 4 the sum of the
neutron multiplicity distributions from Tables I-V for eac
neutron evaporation number shown in Fig. 3 is compa
with the total neutron multiplicity distribution for252Cf
known from literature@68#. We note that the even-Z–even-
Z charge divisions in our data points in Fig. 4 account
more than 40% of the total252Cf spontaneous fission~see the
second column of Table VIII!. The odd-Z–odd-Z nuclei cor-
respond to about 50% of the yields.

The lower values for our data in Fig. 4 for the multiplic
ties ranging from two through six, as compared to the data
Ref. @68#, are related to the fact that in our data we observ
only a part of the fission events. An excess of zero neut
events in our data over the data of Ref.@68# shows that the
neutron detection method employed in Ref.@68# ~and in
other similar papers! probably underestimates yields of ze
neutron events. The agreement~within the error bars! of our
data and the data of Ref.@68# for the multiplicities of>7
shows that the major part of these high multiplicity even
comes only with a few charge divisions as shown in our da

From our data we find that when>7 neutrons are evapo
rated from the fission fragments nearly all of these fiss
events occur in the Mo-Ba split of252Cf. In the last lines of
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Tables II–IV are shown the mean numbers of neutrons e
ted when a particular fragment~e.g., 142Ba, etc.! was formed.

All neutron multiplicity distributions shown in Fig. 3 ex
cept the Mo-Ba distribution could be well fitted with Gaus

FIG. 3. Multiplicity distributions of prompt neutrons deduce
from Tables I–V for different charge splits are shown. ThePn

values~relative yieldsPn) multiplied by the factors given below
each correlated fragment charge pair gives the yield values in
cents to the total number of fission events. The curves show sim
Gaussian fits to the data~see text!.

FIG. 4. Summed neutron multiplicity distribution~solid circles!,
where the summing is made over five investigated charge divis
presented in Fig. 3. This distribution corresponds to only ab
41.8% of the total number of spontaneous fission events of252Cf
~see Table VIII!. The total neutron multiplicity distribution from
Ref. @68# normalized to 100% is shown for comparison~open
circles!.
it-

ian curves. However, the Mo-Ba distribution could not
approximated by any single Gaussian because of the ex
of 7–10 and zero neutron events. Excluding these points
could also fit the Mo-Ba data with a single Gaussian. T
single Gaussian fits are also shown in Fig. 3. In Table V
~columns 6 and 7! the mean neutron multiplicity (n̄expt) and
their variances (sexpt), derived from the experimental point
shown in Fig. 3, are displayed, together with the mean nu
bers of prompt neutrons given by Nifeneckeret al. @7# ~see
the last column!. Among the neutron multiplicity distribu-
tions shown in Fig. 3, the distribution associated with t
Mo-Ba charge division is notable for enhancements of
lower ~0! and higher~7–10! neutron multiplicities. Notewor-
thy is the observation of the104Mo- 138Ba pair appearing as a
result of the252Cf spontaneous fission event associated w
the evaporation of 10 neutrons~see Table III!. The split
104Mo- 138Ba with 10 neutron emission is clearly seen in F
1~c!. This is an observation of 10 neutron emission in spo
taneous fission. Our results with zero neutron emission
consistent with the findings made for the ‘‘cold compa
fragmentation’’ ~see Refs.@39,40,71#! with respect to the
fragment mass and charge asymmetry where zero neu
pairs are obtained and from the point of view of yields
these pairs. The observed zero neutron pairs were discu
in our earlier papers@75,76# in terms of the phenomenon o
cluster radioactivity.

C. Mass and excitation energy distributions
of primary fragments

The fragment pair experimental yields obtained in th
work originate from deexcitation of primary fission frag
ments, and carry information about the mass and excita
energy distributions of the primary fission fragments of fix
charge splitsY(AL ,EL* ,AH ,EH* uZL ,ZH). Two possible ways
to use such data are the following. One is to test the ability
different theories to predict the primary fragment distrib
tions which reproduce the experimental data after applyin
statistical code for modeling the deexcitation of prima
fragments. A second way is to extract the primary fragm
distributions by unfolding the experimental data.

The numbers given in Tables I–V are the experimen
yields Yexpt(AL

8 ,AH
8 uZL ,ZH) of secondary fission fragmen

pairs created after neutron evaporation. One can con
these yields to the yields of primary fission fragment pa
Y(AL ,AHuZL ,ZH) by the following equations:

Ycalc~AL8 ,AH8 uZL ,ZH!5(
m

(
~AL ,AH!

Y~AL ,AHuZL ,ZH!

3I L3I H , ~2!

I L5E F~EL* ,AL!3Pn~EL* ,AL!3d~AL2AL
8 2n!dE,

~3!

I H5E F~EH* ,AH!3Pn~EH* ,AH!3d~AH2AH
8 2n!dE,

~4!

whereF(E* ,A) is the excitation energy distribution of eac
primary fission fragment,Pn(E* ,A) is the probability of
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TABLE VIII. Total integral yields for different charge splits and corresponding neutron multiplicities (n̄) and their variances (sn) again.
Results from this work and from previous references are shown for comparison~see also text of Sec. III B!.

Charge Yield~%! n̄ tot sn n̄ tot

split This work @70# @8# @65# This work @7#

Pd-Tea 4.3~4! 7.8~3! 7.3 9.4~1.0! 4.0~3! 1.4~3! 3.9~1!

Ru-Xe 9.7~3! 13.6~2! 13.5 16.5~5! 3.77~12! 1.3~2! 3.9~1!

Mo-Ba 17.2~7! 15.3~3! 16.3 18.5~5! 3.72~25! 1.85~37! 3.6~1!

Zr-Ce 8.2~5! 7.9~3! 8.7 9.4~5! 3.65~21! 1.46~15! 3.5~1!

Sr-Nda 2.4~4! 2.90~15! 3.4 2.5~5! 2.9~9! b 1.5~5! 3.7~3!

aFor Pd-Te and Sr-Nd pairs the yields of fragment pairs~see Tables I–V! as shown, include only a limited number of pairs, often beca
the decay schemes are not known. The two-dimensionalB splin interpolation is applied to include some missing pairs and to obtain the
integral yields presented in this table. The additional inaccuracies introduced byB spline interpolation are included to the errors presen
here.
bThis number presumably is low because only a few low neutron multiplicity fragment pairs were analyzed. The error was incr
include this.
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evaporation of n neutrons from a primary fragmen
(n5A2A8). Equation~2! involves two summations: the firs
one is done over all primary fragment pairs (AL ,AH) of a
given charge split, and the second is introduced to take
account possible contributions of more than one fiss
mode.

The unfolding procedure is based on the least squ
method and implied minimization of the form

x25
1

Nexpt2Npar

3( FYexpt~AL
8 ,AH

8 uZL ,ZH!2Ycalc~AL
8 ,AH

8 uZL ,ZH!

sexpt~AL
8 ,AH

8 uZL ,ZH!
G 2,
~5!

where, separately for each charge split, the summatio
done over all the fragment pairs of a fixed charge division
which the yields were obtained in the experiment. In t
fitting procedures@Eq. ~5!# the following parameters wer
varied. The mean value of the fragment total kinetic ener
^TKE&, variance of the total kinetic energy,sTKE , the mean
mass value of heavy primary fragments,^AH&, variance of
this mass,sAH

, and mean values of the excitation energy

heavy primary fragments,^EH* &.
To make the task feasible we assumed that the prim

fragment mass and excitation energy distributions can be
scribed by simple forms with a small number of paramete
Separately for each charge split the minimum values ofx2

were searched by varying these free parameters. The out
procedure could be applied only if extensive data for
yields of secondary fission fragment pairs of the same cha
split are known, and some hypotheses about the distribut
searched are made. In the data presented here three c
divisions Xe-Ru, Mo-Ba, and Zr-Ce~Tables II–IV!
are notable for their extensive data. For each of th
charge splits, we unfolded the distributions
Y(AL ,EL* ,AH ,EH* uZL ,ZH).

Best fits of the calculated yieldsYcalc(AL8 ,AH8 uZL ,ZH) to
the yield patterns given in Tables II–IV were obtained
assuming Gaussian forms for the mass and excitation en
distributions of the primary fission fragments of a fixed fi
to
n
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sion mode. Also the following two additional assumptio
were made in order to reduce the total number of free mo
parameters.

~1! First we assumed that, for a particular charge split a
at a fixed fission mode, the mean value of the total kine
energy^TKE& and its variancesTKE are the same for differ-
ent primary fragment pairs. These assumption and the
lowing relations between the parameters of our model

Qfiss5^TKE&1^EL* &1^EH* &, ~6!

sTKE
2 5sE

L*
2

1sE
H*

2
, ~7!

allowed us to reduce the number of free parameters. H
^EL(H)* & andsE

L(H)
* are the fragment mean excitation ener

values and their variances. Equation~6! follows from Eq.
~1!, and both Eqs.~6! and ~7! are valid in the framework of
the model underlying Eq.~2! and an assumption of th
Gaussian form for the primary fragment excitation ener
distribution.

~2! Second we impose the additional boundary conditio

sE
H*

2

^EH* &
5

sE
L*

2

^EL* &
~8!

between the dispersions of the energies of the light
heavy fragments as defined above.

For each charge split, the mean excitation energies^EH* &
were searched for nine heavy primary fragments cente
around the mean mass fragment. Deexcitations of prim
fission fragments were calculated by employing the stati
cal code GNASH@77#. The reliability of the results obtained
with the code was confirmed by test calculations of (a,xn)
fusion-evaporation reactions studied in different experime
@78–81#.

At first it appeared ‘‘natural’’ to carry out the outline
unfolding procedures by assuming that only a single fiss
mode contributes to each of the yield patterns given
Tables II-IV. In fact, taking only one fission mode~referred
to later as mode 1!, we successfully fitted the data for th
Ru-Xe and Zr-Ce fragment pairs given in Tables II and IV
seen in Fig. 3. However, no reasonable solution could
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obtained with any single fission mode for the pattern of
Mo-Ba yields. This was to be expected because the Mo
split has strongly enchanced high neutron multiplicity yie
~see Fig. 3! that are not seen in the charge divisions of Ru/
~44/54! and Zr/Ce~40/58! that occur to either side of Mo/Ba
~42/56!. In fact, the majority of the 7 and 8 neutrons and
of the 9 to 10 neutron yields are in the Mo/Ba split. The
high neutron multiplicity events must be going via a differe
mode than~a! the standard mode described by a sin
Gaussian fit to the distributions to either side of Mo/Ba a
~b! the standard mode which describes by a similar sin
Gaussian fit the 1–5 neutron high intensity yields of the M
Ba. Thus, the second mode is needed to fit the high neu
multiplicity data. An excellent fit to the data of Table III wa
obtained by assuming thattwo distinct fission modes~mode 1
and mode 2! contribute to the formation of the primar
Mo-Ba fission fragments. Actually, this implies that the
mass distribution is a superposition of two Gaussians,
their excitation energy distributions are also mixtures of t
Gaussians. Characteristics of these two fission modes
Mo-Ba charge split extracted from the above calculations
presented below and in Tables IX and X.

Mode 1:

^TKE&518961 MeV,

sTKE59.4360.11 MeV,

ĀH5145.760.1, ĀL5106.360.1,

sAH
5sAL

52.0260.13.

Mode 2:

^TKE&515364 MeV,

sTKE512.563.2 MeV.

The intensity ratio of the two modes:

TABLE IX. Excitation energies of primary fragments i
mode 1.

ABa ^EBa* & ~MeV! sE
Ba*

AMo ^EMo* & ~MeV! sE
Mo*

148 16.5~11! 8.4 104 8.4~6! 4.3
147 21.3~3! 9.3 105 4.3~1! 1.9
146 11.8~7! 5.6 106 16.3~10! 7.7
145 16.6~8! 8.0 107 10.6~5! 5.1
144 9.7~6! 4.2 108 19.5~12! 8.4
143 13.7~5! 6.6 109 13.9~5! 6.7

TABLE X. Excitation energies of the only three primary frag
ments pairs in mode 2. One or all of them can contribute to
second fission mode.

ABa ^EBa* & ~MeV! sE
Ba*

AMo ^EMo* & ~MeV! sE
Mo*

146 45.0~37! 12.9 106 16.9~14! 4.8
145 39.7~26! 10.4 107 23.8~16! 6.2
144 35.4~26! 8.0 108 33.2~24! 7.5
e
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d
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/
on

d
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re

Total: I 1/I 2514.

In the above characteristics of fission modes and in Tab
IX and X the meaning of the used values follows:^EBa* & and
^EMo* & are average excitation energies for each fragm
(ABa, AMo) andsE

Mo*
are their variances. AlsôTKE& is the

average total kinetic energy,sTKE is its variance,ĀH and
ĀL are average high and low fragment masses, andsAH

,

sAL
are their variances.

In principle, one can ask whether the yield pattern of t
Mo-Ba fission fragments presented in Table III could be
ted with an assumption of an asymmetric TKE distributio
However, in this case one would obtain, for the primary fra
ments, TKE andEH* (EL* ) distributions which have consid
erable tails not seen in any other charge splits. We exclu
this possibility because it is natural to assume that the o
fission mode~with Gaussian TKE andEH* (EL* ) distribu-
tions! revealed in the Ru-Xe and Zr-Ce splits also domina
in the Mo-Ba split. In addition the Mo/Ba 6–10 neutron mu
tiplicity distribution data are not characteristic of a smooth
decreasing asymetric tail. A second mode with a Gauss
distribution is also in line with the generally adopted positi
of ‘‘Gaussian-like’’ TKE and excitation energy distribution
of fission fragments~Ref. @24#!.

As one can see in Table IX, mode 1 looks like the famil
fission mode of 252Cf, and its principal characteristic
(^TKE&,sTKE ,ĀH(L)) are very close to those that wer
known before~Ref. @25#!. Our value ofsTKE59.43 MeV is
somewhat lower compared to the value reported@25# for the
mass asymmetry 146/106, but this difference looks to
reasonable taking into account that fragments of vari
charge splits contribute to the same mass split. Also, exc
tion energies of the primary fragments given for this mode
Tables IX and X fit the mean neutron multiplicity for th
252Cf fragments of these mass numbers@25#. The character-
istics of mode 1 obtained for the Mo-Ba split are compar
in Tables XI and XII with those obtained for single fissio
modes fitting the yields of Ru-Xe and Zr-Ce fragment pai
Mode 1 results for these three charge splits are seen t
very similar as expected. This also involves the reasona
tendency obtained for thêTKE& variation with the charge
asymmetry of the fission fragments~see Tables XI and XII!.

Mode 2 obtained for the Mo-Ba split appears quite u
usual because of its quite low value of^TKE& and very nar-
row mass distribution compared to mode 1~see Tables IX
and X!. Actually, good fits to the data of Table III wer

TABLE XI. Total characteristics of the fission mode 1 at scis
ion for three charge divisions: Ru-Xe, Mo-Ba, and Zr-Ce, deriv
from fits to the yields of fission fragment pairs.^AH& andsH stand
for the mean mass of the heavy primary fragments and variance
the primary fragment mass distributions.

Charge split Ru/Xe Mo/Ba Zr/Ce

x2 1.07 0.89 0.98
^TKE& 193.3~3! 189.3~1! 183.3~3!

sTKE
2 95~7! 89.5~4! 99~9!

^AH& 139.7~3! 145.7~1! 150.1~2!

sA 2.6~1! 2.0~1! 1.9~1!
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found by searching for the optimal set of the paramet
^TKE&, sTKE , ĀH , sAH

, and ĒH j* for the fission mode 1,
when only one Mo-Ba primary fragment pair contributes
mode 2. So, onlŷTKE&,sTKE , andĒH* were searched for in
mode 2. Very reasonable fits were found when the sin
primary fragment pair responsible for mode 2 is106Mo-
146Ba, 107Mo- 145Ba, or 108Mo- 144Ba. For 16 varied param
eters and 32 free points,x2 values of 0.85, 0.89, and 0.9
were obtained for these pairs, respectively. Each of th
fragment pairs had essentially the same^TKE&515363
MeV in mode 2. Parameters of mode 1 were independen
the choice of the pair contributing to mode 2. The106Mo-
146Ba pair gives the best fit to the data of Table III whic
relate, in particular, to the Mo-Ba pairs corresponding
emission of 7–10 neutrons~see Fig. 7 shown later!. How-
ever, the data do not unambiguously determine which of
three primary fragment pairs or their combinations are
sponsible for the existence of mode 2.

The very low^TKE& value for the fission mode 2 emerge
because this mode is responsible for the yields of the ligh
Mo-Ba pairs which involve emission of the highest numb
of neutrons~7–10!. This large difference in̂TKE& between
modes 1 and 2 is directly connected with the enormous
citation energy of the primary fragments in mode 2 whe
neutron evaporation is much higher. Our fits show that
excitation energy is unequally divided between two fra
ments for the primary fragment pairs of106Mo- 146Ba and
107Mo- 145Ba. This conclusion of an unequal split of ener
does not depend on the model but is driven by the exp
mental data as shown in Table III. As seen in Table III, a
when compared to Tables II and IV, only for the bariu
fragments does one definitely see a mass variation of
units as seen in coincidence with104Mo (148Ba-138Ba!. For
its Mo partners the observable masses are distributed
only seven mass units, and the maximum number defini

TABLE XII. Total characteristics of the fission mode 1 for thre
charge divisions: Ru-Xe, Mo-Ba, and Zr-Ce. Excitation energies
heavy primary fragments.

Fragment excitation energies~MeV!

Mass number Xe Ba Ce

138 22.9~8!

139 5~1!

140 19~1!

141 6.6~3!

142 22.0~7! 23~1!

143 17~1! 13.7~5!

144 11~2! 9.7~5!

145 11~3! 16.6~2!

146 11.8~6!

147 21.3~2! 17~2!

148 16.5~8! 5.5~6!

149 24~3! 17.3~4!

150 18~4! 21.8~5!

151 19.9~1!

152 17~1!

153 10~3!
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seen in coincidence with any Ba isotope is six for143Ba.
Since the starting points after fission are the zero neu
channels peaked around107Mo- 145Ba to 104Mo- 148Ba and,
after neutron evaporation the lowest mass ending points
1022104Mo and 1382140Ba, these data clearly indicate th
most of the neutrons in the high neutron emission eve
come out of the Ba fragments – not the Mo fragments. Th
the Ba fragment in mode 2 must have larger excitation
ergy to evaporate 6–8 neutrons compared to 1–4 evapor
from the Mo fragment. Our fits that give the Ba fragmen
the larger excitation energy in mode 2 thus are in agreem
with the conclusion one extracts directly from the expe
mental data. It is especially high for the heavy fragme
146Ba, whereas its partner,106Mo, bears a quite ‘‘normal’’
excitation. The situation looks similar for the107Mo- 145Ba
pair. In the case of the108Mo- 144Ba pair, the excitation of
108Mo approaches that for144Ba, and both fragments
144Ba and 108Mo, have an excitation energy considerab
higher than the excitation energy of these fragments in
sion mode 1.

Assuming that the barium fragments are cold at sciss
and have the form of symmetrical spheroids and using
simple formula of Ref.@24# derived from the liquid drop
model, we estimated the ratios of the long to short axes
scission to bea/b53.2, 3.0, and 2.8 for146Ba, 145Ba, and
144Ba, respectively. The distances between the fragm
charge centers at the scission point that follow from th
axis ratios correspond well to the loŵTKE& value of mode
2 ~153 MeV!. This correspondence follows from the consi
erations made on the basis of the scission point model@30#.
Of course, it is an upper limit to assume that the who
excitation energy obtained at scission is stored in fragm
deformation. To go further an upper limit of 10 MeV wa
estimated for the thermal excitation of252Cf at scission@35–
37#. Even with this conclusion, in the most likely charge sp
in mode 2, 106Mo- 146Ba the 146Ba has a 3:1 axes ratio an
the less favored cases have only somewhat smaller ratio
2.8 and 2.6. Thus, one or all three of these Ba isotopes
hyperdeformed in mode 2 at scission. This is the first defin
evidence for hyperdeformed nuclear shapes briefly repo
earlier in Refs.@2,47,48,50#. It is possible that some reason
able modifications of the hypotheses underlying our unfo
ing procedure might change somewhat the numerical res
given in Tables X and XI. However, we believe that the da
will necessarily lead to the conclusion that two distin
modes occur in the Mo-Ba fission of the252Cf nucleus. Our
conclusion made about the unusually high excitation ene
of the Ba fragments in the case of the second mode co
quite independent of the details of these hypotheses.

The excitation energy spectrum of146Ba is shown in Fig.
5 ~curve 1!. This spectrum follows from the unfolding of th
data of Table III when146Ba is assumed to be responsible f
the fission mode 2. In this figure curve 2 shows the cal
lated mean number of evaporated neutrons as a functio
the excitation energy of146Ba and demonstrates that th
fragment should have an excitation energy of up to about
~60! MeV in order to produce the secondary fragme
138Ba (140Ba! through the evaporation of eight~six! neu-
trons. The complementary fragment106Mo gives the second-
ary fragment104Mo as a result of evaporation of two neu
trons. The excitation energy spectrum of146Ba ~Fig. 5!

f
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demonstrates the distinct character of two fission modes
order to fit the yield pattern of Table III, this spectrum mu
be a composition of two Gaussians and not a single Gaus
folded with a high-energy tail. These observations rem
valid also if 108Mo- 145Ba and/or 107Mo- 145Ba are respon-
sible for mode 2. Figures 6 and 7 show the results of
discussed unfolding procedure from the point of view of h
it fits the experimental mass~Fig. 6! and neutron multiplicity
~Fig. 7! distributions obtained for the Mo-Ba split of252Cf.

For the Mo-Ba split the intensity of mode 2 was estima
in relation to the strength of mode 1 asI 2 /I 151/14. For the
Ru-Xe and Zr-Ce splits we estimated the upper limits of su
a ratio, as<1/90 and<1/40, respectively~see Tables IX and
X!. The limit for the Zr-Ce split was obtained from the e
cess of the experimental points for the emission of 7 an
neutrons over the results of the fit shown in Fig. 8. T
limiting ratio for the Ru-Xe split was estimated from th
upper limits of the yields of the fragment pairs correspond
to emission of 8–10 neutrons.

D. Angular momenta of fission fragments

Average measured spins^I g& of the populated excited lev
els for 104Mo and different Ba isotopes entering together in
a succession of fragment pairs are given in Table VII. O
can also see in this table average spins (^I g&) of 144Ba ap-
pearing in pairs together with the1062104Mo partners. We
believe that such a differentiation will be a good step
obtaining new results compared to those inferred from ea
experiments@53#. Having the results of the analysis pr
sented in the previous section, one is able to know wh
primary fragments and in which proportion contributed
the formation of a detected fragment pair. From this we
signed to the fragments that appear in the first column

FIG. 5. Excitation energy spectrum~curve 1, solid, left scale!
and mean number of evaporated neutrons~curve 2! vs the excitation
energy of146Ba fragment. It is assumed that two fission modes
present, and only the primary fragment pair106Mo-146Ba contrib-
utes to the second fission mode. The contributions of the first
second fission modes to the excitation energy spectrum are sh
with dashed curves~see also text in Sec. III C!.
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Table VII the mean numbers of neutrons (n̄) evaporated
from the primary fragments at their deexcitation~see last
column of Table VII!. Errors assigned to the values ofn̄ for
the fragments of Mo and Ba appearing in the pairs
104Mo with 142Ba, 140Ba, and 138Ba arise from the uncer
tainty related to the contributions of one of the three prima
fragment pairs to the fission mode 2~see the discussion
above!.

For the succession of three144Ba fragments, that come in
pairs together with106Mo, 105Mo, and104Mo, one observes a
very low variation of̂ I g&. Taking into account the growth o
n̄ along this chain of144Ba fragments and assuming that o
evaporated neutron reduces the fragment angular momen
on average by one unit of\, we find that a positive correla
tion shows up between the angular momentum of prim
fragments and their excitation energy. This result is in agr
ment with what was inferred from models which rely upo
the statistical equilibrium between collective degrees of fr
dom ~see@52,53#!. The picture appears to be more comp
cated in the case of the chain of104Mo fragments coming in
pairs together with different Ba fragments. One observe
weak variation of̂ I g& for the 104Mo fragments detected in
the series of fragment pairs formed after evaporation from
to 6 neutrons~see Fig. 9!. Again, after a correction for the
effect of neutron evaporation, one will see for this seque

e

d
wn

FIG. 6. ~a! and ~b! Results of the unfolding procedures for th
Mo and Ba fragment isotopic distributions~solid curve! are com-
pared to our experimental~triangles! total fission fragment isotopic
distributions~see also Fig. 2!. Dotted curves show the contribution
of the first and second fission modes, assuming that the106Mo-
146Ba primary fragment pair is responsible for the second fiss
mode. The dashed and dash-dotted curves show, alternative c
butions to the second fission mode by the107Mo-145Ba and
108Mo-144Ba primary fragment pairs, respectively~see also text in
Sec. III C!.
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a positive correlation between the angular momentum of
mary fragments and excitation energy. However, two po
in Fig. 9 associated with the pairs involving140Ba and
138Ba, the 8 and 10 neutron evaporation partners of104Mo,
completely drop out from this correlation. We consider th
observation as an additional argument in support of the c
cept of two distinct fission modes discussed above. Inde
in the framework of this concept, 100% of the yield of the
two fragment pairs~see Table III! are from the second mod
which contributes only 13% to the yield of the104Mo-
142Ba pair. Mode 2’s contributions steeply decrease wh

FIG. 7. Results of the unfolding procedures for our experimen
total neutron multiplicity distribution of prompt fission neutron
~solid circles! for the Mo-Ba split~see also Fig. 3!. The curves show
the results of different unfolding procedures~see comments to
curves in Fig. 6!.

FIG. 8. Our experimental neutron multiplicity distributions fo
Ru-Xe, Mo-Ba, and Zr-Ce charge splits are shown along with
results of the unfolding procedures~dashed curve! described in the
end of Sec. III C.
i-
s

n-
d,

n

one proceeds to other heavier Ba pairs of the seque
Therefore one cannot exclude a supposition that the sec
fission mode results in lower angular moments of104Mo
fragments. A reason for this might be a difference in t
dynamic paths inherent to these two fission modes.

Angular momentum values of Ba fragments detected
pairs together with the104Mo partner are also shown in Fig
9. For these Ba fragments the mean number of evapor
neutrons (n̄) varies over a considerably wider range than
the case of the104Mo fragments shown in Fig. 9. This wide
range appears mostly from140Ba and 138Ba formed after
neutron evaporation from highly excited primary Ba fra
ments which are related to mode 2. Adding the mean ang
momentum values that these neutrons take from the nucl
one comes to a rather high mean angular momentum of
primary Ba fragments (>10). Perhaps, this does not loo
surprising because, according to the concept of a statis
equilibrium between the collective degrees of freedom
scission, the huge deformation of146Ba inferred for the sec-
ond fission mode is connected with higher angular mom
tum of this fragment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A method based on measurements of intensities ofg tran-
sitions from correlated pairs of secondary fragments in
g-g-g coincidence experiment was used for the first time
determine detailed characteristics of the spontaneous fis

l

e

FIG. 9. Average angular momentum values^I g& are shown for
levels populated in104Mo ~open circles! and in complementary Ba
fragments~closed circles! in function of the total number of promp
fission neutrons. These Mo and Ba isotopes are obtained in
succession of fragment pairs of104Mo-ABa formed as a result o
emission of different numbers of prompt neutrons. The mass n
bers of the secondary~obtained after neutron evaporation! Ba frag-
ments are given in an upper scale.
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of 252Cf. By applying this method, we measured directly t
yields of 139 particular pairs of fragments of five char
splits emerging in the spontaneous fission of252Cf. By sum-
ming up these yields, we obtained the mass, charge,
neutron multiplicity distributions of fission fragments, da
that for a long time have been obtained only by using ear
integral methods to study low-energy fission. The agreem
of our data with those which were known previously prov
the validity of the approach made in this work. In som
aspects~independent yields of fission fragments, mean n
tron multiplicity obtained for different charge splits! our re-
sults complement considerably the previously known data
addition, an approach used in this work allowed us to obt
yields and multiplicity distributions of prompt neutrons em
ted at various charge splits, data unaccessible using prev
methods. The attractive feature of these new distribution
that they were obtained, practically, as a result of direct m
surements of theg-g coincidence peaks. This makes a stro
difference between these distributions and those which
derived from the neutron detection experiments involv
sophisticated unfolding procedures applied to the raw d
One particular important result of the approach is tha
demonstrated that the high multiplicity neutron eve
known earlier for 7–9 neutron emission in the spontane
fission of 252Cf are to a large extent associated only with t
Mo-Ba split.

Data on yields of fragment pairs provide the most dir
information that allows one to investigate the excitation e
ergy of primary fragments and derive their mass and cha
distributions. That this really can be done is shown in t
work for the cases of the Ru-Xe, Mo-Ba, and Zr-Ce cha
splits of 252Cf. We have established the observation of tw
distinct fission modes for the Mo-Ba charge split. A result
that mode 2 shows a very low value of^TKE& ~very low
Coulomb excitation! and a very narrow mass distributio
aroundAL5106, AH5146 compared to the broad doub
bumped distribution of the normal fission of252Cf. It is pos-
sible that only one mass split,106Mo- 146Ba, 107Mo- 145Ba, or
108Mo- 144Ba is responsible for this mode, but some com
nation of these three fragments is also possible for mod
from the analysis of our data. The principal difference b
tween mode 1 and mode 2 is that the mean excitation en
of the Ba fragments,146Ba, 145Ba, and/or144Ba being ‘‘nor-
mal’’ in the case of the first mode, becomes enormously h
when the second mode is realized. In mode 2 the bar
nucleus is hyperdeformed with a long to short axis ratio
the order of 3:1 at scission. One encounters here a new
ation earlier unknown in nuclear fission where one and
same fragment is formed in two fission modes that are un
each other because of the very large scission point elonga
J
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of the heavy fragment in mode 2 as compared to its ‘‘n
mal‘‘ elongation in the case of mode 1.

The new generation of large multi Ge detector syste
~Gammasphere, EUROGAM, GASP! provide better condi-
tions for these kinds of experiments. With these detector s
tems, one can considerably increase the volume of data
the yields of fission fragment pairs. More complete data s
similar to those given in Tables I–V but including more pa
and extended to more rare fragment pairs, will be realiz
Then one will be able to draw more unambiguous conc
sions about the primary fission fragments. The progres
the investigation of the levels scheme populated in fiss
will make possible the observation of similar results for t
odd-odd charge splits. Already preliminary results from t
early implementation of Gammasphere with only 36 Ge
tectors have confirmed~Ref. @82#! the results reported here i
Table III. More detailed studies are underway with data fro
the expanded Gammasphere~72 detectors!.

A natural continuation of this study could be experimen
involving the observation ofg-ray coincidences in combina
tion with measurements of the fission fragment TKE a
mass asymmetry. The measured TKE will be an import
piece of information that will improve the conditions of th
procedures intended to unfold the primary fragment exc
tion energy and mass distributions. This will considerab
improve our ability to recognize the scission configuratio
and draw more precise conclusions about the final ene
partition at fission. New possibilities will arise for learnin
the level population patterns of fission fragments and, the
fore, new insights into the problem of the fragment angu
moment origin will come.
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